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MHD ISSUES

 Effect of a magnetic field on turbulence

 Effect of a magnetic field on heat transfer

 MHD pressure drop

 Natural convection + MHD
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FLOWS

 Front channel
 Side channel
 Central channel

Flows are treated as fully developed.
Some effects were not considered:

- entry/exit effects
- cross-sectional variations
- changes of the flow direction
- magnetic field  variations

INBOARD:       B=7.8 T
OUTBOARD:   B=4.3 T
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Effect of a magnetic field on turbulence
- Ha/Re>(Ha/Re)cr=0.008 → turbulence suppression (ins.walls)
- “K-epsilon” model (ins.walls)

INBOARD
Flow Ha/Re Suppression

Front channel 0.0017 insignificant
Side channel 0.002 insignificant
Central channel 0.018 laminar flow

OUTBOARD

Flow Ha/Re Suppression
Front channel 0.0005 insignificant
Side channel 0.0008 insignificant
Central channel 0.006 almost laminar
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Effect of a magnetic field on heat transfer

Nu/Nu0 = (1 – 1.2 ND)
ND = HaD

2/ReD=σDB0
2/ρU0

ND<<1 → EFFECT INSIGNIFICANT

Note: conducting walls ?
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MHD pressure drop 
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Schematic for the front channel flow:

1      - front sub-channel
2      -  back sub-channel
3 , 4 - side sub-channels

cw>>1/Ha
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MHD pressure drop
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 Analytical solution for Ha>>1:
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 2-D computer code for any Ha
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MHD pressure drop
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MHD pressure drop 
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INBOARD OUTBOARD
Front/back sub-channel

K, analytical / K, code 12490 / 13682 6634 / 6979

Side sub-channels
K, analytical / K, code 16631 / 15213 17352 / 7525
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CONCLUSIONS
- Turbulence suppression in the flow
through the side and front channels is
insignificant;

- In the central channel, flow is fully
laminarized;

- MHD effect on heat transfer in the flow
through the front channels is
insignificant;

- Formulas for MHD pressure drop have
been obtained for both IB and OB.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

- Effect of electrically conducting walls on
turbulence suppression and heat transfer;

- 3-D effects due to spatial changes of the
flow geometry and the magnetic field
variations;

- MHD natural convection in the central
channel.
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